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KASTHURBA COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, VILLIANUR 

(Run by the Pondicherry Society for Higher Education &Fully Funded by the Government of Puducherry ) 

Phone: 0413-2661627                                                                                email:vcw_2005@yahoo.in 

AQAR – 2020-2021 

Best Practice – 1 

1. Title: Rethink about You and Environment 

2.Goal: To strive for a single use Plastic-free campus and to encourage society to recycle 

plastic waste instead of dumping it indiscrimately. Our target groups are the various 

stakeholders and the community in the vicinity. 

To create a massive sensitisation programme on the  7 Rs of Sustainable 

Environment. 

 

Rethink 

(our action for caring and 

protecting the environment)

Refuse 

(what we don't need)

Reduce 

(what we do need)

Reuse 

(anything that we can)

Recycle 

(what we cannot refuse, 

reduce and reuse)

Rehome 

(what we no longer 

need or want)

Rot

(the rest, i.e. compost)
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3. The Context: Single-use Plastic has become one of the greatest threats to the environment. 

The direct and indirect harmful effects can be noticed in all species present in the Aquatic and 

Terrestial Ecosystem. Plastics pose a threat either in the form of microplastics or something 

as massive as the Pacific Trash Vortex also known as Pacific Garbage. Microplastics are 

minute plastic fragments that enter the ecosystem through various industrial as well as 

domestic sources. They are absorbed into the human body, causing serious hazards. The 

Pacific Trash Vortex on the other hand is a massive gyre of floating trash which keeps 

increasing in volume at an alarming pace. The Vortex is formed by high concentration of 

single-use plastic and has been estimated to be twice the size of Texas. 

4. The Practice: Realising the importance of saving the next generation from plastic, 

Kasthurba College for Women has long been striving to protect the environment from 

plastics. It has spread awareness within the campus, among school and college students and 

in the community, as well, regarding the repercussions of plastic usage.  

Awareness Programme on 

“The Ban on Single-Use Plastic Bill, 2019”introduced in U.T of Puducherry 
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In 2019, World Water Day was observed with the theme “Leaving No One Behind”.  Students of 

I year Social Work displayed news clippings on Environmental issues as part of the 

Environmental Studies programmes and educated the others on the repercussions of water 

wastage. 

 

 

In February 2020, Students of I yr B.Sc. Psychology explained the impact of Plastic Pollution 

to School and College Students 
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Webinars (2020 & 2021) 

 

 

 

In 2021, the I yr B.Sc. Psychology students made a display on the need for Environmental 

Care and Protection. 
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5.Evidence of Success  

In March 2021, just before the lockdown, Kasthurba College for Women signed an MOU with 

Metro Group, a plastic re-cycling unit that turns hitherto assumed “un-recyclable” household 

plastic into paving bricks and park benches. The paving of the front portion of the administration 

building is currently underway. The paving bricks are sturdy and can support great weight and are 

further recyclable. 

Metro Groups on its part, as a goodwill gesture, has initially donated paving bricks to the 

institution and later, more bricks or park benches for use outside the class room would be 

given to the college in proportion to the plastic waste collected and handed over to them. 
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The college’s role would be to spread the message of plastic-use reduction and the collection 

of household plastic from the college, from the houses of the various stakeholders in the 

college and the community around the college and to deposit it with Metro Group.  

• Reduction of dump yard waste 

• Environmental values are instilled among the student 

• A greener campus 

 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required  

 

• Bringing about behavioral change is slow and a struggle 
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Best Practice – 2 

1. Title: Mentoring System for the Students  

2.Goal: The aim of the system is to guide the students and to optimize their academic, social, 

personal and psychological well being during their course of study.  

3. The Context: Students enter higher education during their post adolescent stage of life. 

Changing social dynamics, technological development, difficult and disadvantaged family 

backgrounds have a great impact on the students thus, increasing the challenges in personal and 

academic life coping abilities. Hence, students need someone to guide and mentor them in 

decision making and problem solving skills. 

Various Webinars Organised to Enhance the 

Psychological Well-being of the Students 

 

4. The Practice Each teaching faculty has to mentor approximately 19 students throughout their 

course of study in the college. The teacher after analyzing the students’ family background, 

personal and academic skills, guides, supports, and motivates the students to increase their 

learning potential. The teacher meets the parent and explains the mentoring process to them, thus 

explaining the importance of a family’s responsibility and cooperation in mentoring of the 

students. Various webinars were organised to enhance the Psychological Well-being of the 

Students. 
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5. Evidence of Success  

 

• The teachers being mentors gained more understanding of the psycho-social 

background of the students, thus increasing the scope of identifying the areas which 

need to be strengthened for the overall well being of the students.  

• Mentoring decreased the drop-out rate especially among the students who are 

vulnerable towards discontinuing higher education. The teachers make home visits  




